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CASE STUDY

Challenges
Replacing ad hoc development with
a flexible framework

Solution had to involve transition
to cloud-native technology

Business Impact
Streamlined, more transparent and
accurate accounting

Improved conglomerate-wide access
to finance data lake

Technologies
Talend

AWS Glue

Apache Spark

Amazon S3

GreenPlum

Single Store

PostgreSQL

Amazon RDS

Client
Fortune 50 conglomerate

Background
A Fortune 50 conglomerate was not satisfied with its 
ability to serve internal customers’ data needs and track 
the costs associated with data requests. Their system 
also made it difficult to provide accurate information 
for the chargeback process that takes place after a 
company in the conglomerate accesses data, the costs 
of which get billed to the central corporate office.

The company needed a solution to achieve improved 
data access, as well as transparency and accuracy in 
intra-conglomerate financial affairs, with a unified audit 
log. Based on their experience with an earlier joint 
project, they selected Starschema to carry out the 
necessary development.



Challenge
The solution had to involve a subscription model that would enable users 
to subscribe to various data sources and retrieve data from them according 
to a fixed schedule to relieve the stress on the client’s finance data lake, while 
continuing to accommodate ad hoc requests. In addition to promoting easy 
access to data, this system needed to facilitate charging users for the costs 
associated with data requests by providing accurate data on transactions.

The client also required that the solution comprise a metadata-driven 
framework to eliminate the need for ad hoc development so that modifications 
would not require costly and time-consuming additional work. The framework 
also has to be based on cloud-native technology for flexibility and scalability, 
which meant abandoning the legacy ETL tool for the new solution.

SolutionSolution
Starschema proposed a list of technologies and approaches to creating 
a data as a subscription (DaaS) framework. In line with the client’s 
requirements, the eventual solution would be built on existing use cases 
but generic enough to easily accommodate new internal customers and 
demands. In addition to identifying the use cases that would serve
as the foundation for the framework, the client also provided project 
management support during the development process.

After reviewing the options and suggestions provided by Starschema, 
the client decided against implementing an always-running cluster,
as it could have ensured lower costs only at the expense of accuracy
in measuring the parameters of individual transactions. Ultimately, they 
chose a solution that would be more costly but provide uncompromising 
accuracy to prevent disputes about chargeback amounts.

The tech stack includes Apache Spark as the analytics engine, AWS Glue 
as the ETL service providing custom-tailored jobs and Amazon RDS for 
PostGreSQL as the database engine. Amazon S3 enabled the measuring 
of the amount of storage used for a request, while Glue made it easier 
to tag every job run with the name of the subscriber making the request 
and follow the pricing of individual jobs, since each job run in Glue 
represents a separate instance. Because the key AWS-native technologies 
of the solution can clearly indicate the costs associated with a request, 
their combination made it easy to calculate exact chargeback values.

The company was relying on
a Starschema-designed finance 
data lake (FDL) to serve financial 
reporting and closing processes, 
but whenever internal customers 
not integrated into the FDL needed 
access to data stored in the FDL, 
unique ETL jobs needed to be 
developed, resulting in long 
turnaround times and
additional costs.

As a fixed-priced platform,
an always-running cluster could 
have ensured lower average costs 
but would have required an 
inevitably inaccurate formula
to calculate how monthly costs 
should be divided between
the various subscribers.



The flexible framework that Starschema built enabled the client to serve 
subscribers with the data they need from their FDL in a fully auditable, 
metadata-driven manner and calculate the exact costs associated with 
each request – whether scheduled or ad hoc. This greatly streamlined 
the related accounting processes and made them more transparent, 
which has helped the client avoid disputes about chargeback amounts.

The DaaS framework will also serve as the basis for a series of 
developments. To promote cost savings in shared environment usage, 
when the number of subscribers reaches critical mass, an update to the 
framework will enable moving part of the ingestion and the architecture 
to an EMR cluster. Another development will be a metadata-driven 
“pub-sub” subscription model, which will automatically move approved 
requests into the metadata layer and start the feed to improve user 
experience and make maintenance easier. Finally, a mirror stream will 
complement the current data-model-based system to enable true live 
streaming of data, fulfil request more quickly and grant access to data 
that is not a part of the data model.

OutcomeOutcome
Development took a total of four 
months, but thanks to a gradual 
rollout schedule, certain elements 
of the solution were already 
deployed and in use by the 
second month.



At Starschema we believe that data has the power to change the world and data-driven 
organizations are leading the way. We help organizations use data to make better business 
decisions, build smarter products, and deliver more value for their customers, employees and 
investors. We dig into our customers toughest business problems, design solutions
and build the technology needed to compete and profit in a data-driven world.
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Go Further

Find out how Starschema can help you can realize business value 
through end-to-end development, optimization and operation
of automated reporting, data lakes and related software platforms.
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